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The basic theme of the Assemblies of God from the very beginning is "a 
voluntary cooperative fellowship." Quoting from Carl Brumback's "Suddenly from 
Heaven. .. A History of the Assemblies of God," The fellowship does not exist because 
of the organization, but the organization exists because of the fellowship. From the early 
days of the movement, the term Bible Order was often used by those who favored the 
organization. Citing I Corinthians 14:40: Let all things be done decently and in order, 
those who gathered in Hot Springs, Arkansas USA in April 2 to 12, 1914 favored some 
form of organization. From 1914 to 1929 the top leader of the movement was addressed 
as Chairman. It was only in 1929 when they elected Ernest Williams that the title 
General Superintendent was used. Admittedly, the Assemblies of God both in the U.S. 
and in the Philippines have evolved into a more organized group. Amendments to the 
By-laws were made through the years. For instance, there were years when the 
General Council in the Philippines met annually because the Corporation Code required 
that the Board of Trustees be elected every year and in addition, the General Council 
had to meet where its principal office is located. So the movement was locked into this 
compulsory requirement. Thank God today, the General Council meets triennially on the 
fourth week of April to be held at the principal office.. . The Executive Presbytery may 
provide however, that this Triennial meeting shall be held at any other place 
within Metro Manila or anywhere else in the Philippines, and at such date, time 
and place as shall be specified in the notice of meeting by the Executive 
Presbytery. ( Art. IX - MEETINGS OF MEMBERS. SEC. 1. REGULAR MEETING). We 
hope that in the years to come, wherever the General Council convenes (the Districts 
also), the movement could bless the city or town where it is held. In choosing the venue 
of the Council, blessing the town or city where the Council is held should be taken into 
consideration and not just the comfort and convenience of the participants. We 
sometimes feel that the AG "has arrived" and we deserve to meet where comfort is the 
main basis for the choice of venue. The AG has "moved up" socioeconomically so a 
nl~mber of our ministers prefer more comfortable lodging houses. District Councils that 
convene annually are beginning to manifest what used to be the criticism against 
mainline denominations who; during Conventions; display their affluence creating 
corners for the "haves" and another corner for the "have-nots." 

UNDERSTANDING COUNCILS OR CONVENTIONS 

An understanding is needed as regards the generic meanings of the terms used 
by a particular group, in our case; the Assemblies of God. The two terms used and their 
generic meanings are as follows: 

Council - An assembly of persons called together for consultations, deliberation 
or discussion. 

An assembly of church officials and theologians convened for regulating 
matters of doctrine and discipline. 



Convention - A formal assembly or meeting of members, representatives or 
delegates of a gmup such as a political party or trade union. 

The use of the terms "council' and "convention" together is redundant. In the 
U.S., they simply say General Council 2009 rather than General Council Convention 
or District Council Convention. We need to choose one of the two. 

REASON(S) WHY COUNCILS CONVENE 

The risk of being accused of "hair-splitting" is high as we talk about the reasons 
why Councils (General andlor District) convene. This is not the intention of this writer. 
We are simply laying the premise for the main thesis of this paper, i.e., Councils 
(General or District) convenes primarily to deliberate or discuss how the whole 
constituents can more effectively fulfill the God -given mandate. Everything that 
transpires in a Council Meeting should revolve around this thus, the glory and exaltation 
of the Lord. In fact, we should look at elections of office bearers as part of the Father's 
business and therefore the exercise must be viewed as sacred. Part of the Father's 
business is to see to it that people of whatever color or creed are given the opportunity 
to hear the gospel or good news of God's love and forgiveness through ... every 
possible, ethical means. This is in keeping with God's expressed will in 2 Peter 3:9, 
"The Lord is . . .not willing that any should perish but that all should come to repentance 
(NKJV). 

Why do General Council and District Councils convene? The primary reason is 
for the whole constituents to do the Father's business. The set goals of the previous 
year(s) are evaluated and a new set of goals and strategy are established and 
presented to the whole constituents. For instance, in the General Co~~ncil, the flagship 
thrust is church planting- the goal is 5000 churches by the end of 2010. Of course, the 
mandate goes beyond 2010. But in each designated period of time, goals are set and 
even calibrated in keeping with the threefold-mandate of the Assemblies of God, 
namely; worship, evangelism and missions, and discipleship. In addition our General 
Superintendent, Rev. Rey Calusay has presented a very clear strategy- Summer of 
Service (SOS). A time-tested and proven effective strategy of church planting with total 
mobilization as its center-piece. Everybody should actively participate in this. For the 
leaders and the whole constituents need to discern the direction God wants the 
movement to take. Together in unity, this God -given direction is pursued with vigor and 
dedication. Much of the time in any Council should be given to Vision casting and 
strategizing. Issues of national importance should also be addressed in the General 
Council. 

As a member body of PCEC and DAWN, the 5000 by 2010 was part of the 
"doubling" efforts of the two organizations in planting healthy churches in the 
Philippines. This was after reporting that the goal of 50,000 churches by 2000 was 
surpassed. And this number was to be doubled by 2010. It is suspected, however, that 
the number 5000 committed by the AG was arbitrarily and unilaterally committed without 
consultation with at least the Executive Presbytery. The cornmitrnent was probably done 
at the conclusion of the Tagaytay conference without "sitting down and counting the 
cost" so to speak. In fact for a while there was confusion as to whether the 5000 was a 



total goal or in addition to the number of churches the AG had at that time (2853) as 
reported by Dave White. This was in September 2001 immediately after the historic 
attacks and destruction of the World Trade Center in New York. 

Take a look at the Council's schedule and recall what actually happened . 
Comparatively, less time is given to Vision-casting and strategizing while more time 
(even late into the night like in Cebu 1979) to elections. At times elections are 
unnecessarily extended because of a "plot" or a "conspiracy" to rig results and 
consequently put in office "influential" personalities. It is even an act of wisdom from this 
writer's view if the officers are doing well to extend their term by a scheme that would 
not violate the By-laws. 

The constituents rejoice when a solid consensus is reached under the guidance 
of the Holy Spirit like in Acts 15:28 (NKJV), It seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to 
us... And everybody goes back to their ministries with a greater resolve to faithfully do 
the Lord's work. However, because of the "plots" brothers go home as "adversaries" and 
very much polarized. Again, like in Acts 15, it's alright to have "heated" discussions 
during our Councils, but at the end of the day, the brotherhood should remain intact and 
stronger. 

Council times are also a time to publicly and in writing, make the leaders (elected 
and appointed) accountable for their stewardship to the District and/or General Council. 

WHICH IS MORE BIBLICAL, ELECTION OR APPOINTMENT? 

So Councils meet even if it is not election year. We do not belittle elections 
neither are we elevating elections to a place that makes hostage of all of us. I recall the 
Notice of Meeting for the 2009 Triennial General Council in Cebu sent by our General 
Superintendent, Rev, Rey Calusay which states among others, We pray that this time, 
our attendance in this Convention is not primarily for the current political 
exercise, but for the purpose of finding out how we can pursue our mission of 
planting churches in the Philippines and sending missionaries worldwide.. Did we 
focus on the ONE JOB in Cebu? Or our attention and energies diverted and our people 
divided because of an alleged attempt to regain the foothold of the two top leadership 
positions in the AG? Not every part of the plot was done in secret for there was 
allegedly open campaigning as claimed by a number of people. Before the Council 
convened in May there were moves to ensure the "victory" of "certain candidates." 

Elections should be viewed from a proper perspective. Part of the Agenda durirlg 
the designated year, is electing the Office Bearers. For years, people debated as to 
which is closer to the Scriptures: Appointment or Election of Office Bearers? In my 
mind, bath have their own merits. For example, in Acts 6:3 . . .p ick out from among 
you ... speak of letting the "constituents" of Hellenistic Jews to make the choice of those 
to serve them. This selection process was participated in by those affected by the need. 
While in some of Paul's writings like in Titus 1 :5, Titus was directed to ... appoint elders 
in every town ... It would not be an exercise in futility for the Assemblies of God in the 
Philippines to take a serious look at its structure. For church structures should be 
dynamic. It should not be borrowed. As the movement grows, her ecclesiology should 
not only be Biblically based but in context. That's an entirely different topic that needs to 
be explored but not exploited. 



ELECTIONS 

It has been observed that during an election year, the turnout of voting members 
is unusually large. In some cases, the Registrars ran out of Convention Packets. This 
means that attendance exceeded expectation and preparation. It is a nightmare for 
those responsible for housing or accommodations. Can we eliminate this or at least 
minimize the problem if we impose pre-registration in future Councils? This will also 
help our constituents to plan ahead (including saving for the convention expenses). But 
what is the "unusual large turnout" telling us? Are our constituents keener on the 
election process than in the deliberation together of what really matters to God? Is the 
Assemblies of God being "politicized" to the point that a "hidden agenda" in attending a 
Council during election year is to "grab power?" Pre-Council activities reveal that there 
is a nationwide move to ensure a turn of votes in favor of a certain personality (s). by 
open campaigning. A term is used and the root word spells danger- much "coveted" 
position. Is there covetousness involved? This must be strong language. But this writer 
cannot find a more descriptive and understandable term than this. 

My first impression of the early Assemblies of God is that much premium was 
given to the "leading of the Spirit" in the choice of office bearers. Pleading with God for 
guidance before the casting of votes manifested a h~~mble spirit ready to obey the 
leading of the Lord. This fervent praying was even accompanied by fasting. Psalm 
75:6,7 was often quoted to remind everybody that, ... it is God who judges; He 
decides who will rise and who will fall" (v.7-NLT). .There was then an attempt on the 
part of the leaders and constituents to seek the mind of the Lord. After all, we are not 
only filled with the Spirit, WE ARE LED BY THE SPIRIT! Does this mean that 
constituents do not have their preferences? This writer believes they do, but this 
personal preference is subservient to what is perceived as God's choice. The display of 
"numbers," the open campaigning, "vote buying" and other activities were reminiscent of 
the 1979 (Joint Convention) and 1997 (Cebu) Councils. What happened to the 
Assemblies of God? Allegedly, money is used to influence people to vote in favor of 
some personalities. Elections of office bearers are taken lightly, not seriously. It has 
degenerated into a "contest." Who can bring the most number of voters? Who are 
willing to pay for their fares, accommodation and registration? In addition to these, there 
are instances when a conspiracy to "laglag" a brother takes place. Ours is worse than 
the national elections in the past particularly the much contested 2004 Presidential 
elections for we are talking about the Assemblies of God! The tragedy however is not 
that there are enterprising and ambitious leaders who are willing to stoop down to the 
gutters to get elected. What is more tragic is that there are ministers who allow 
themselves to get caught in the web of corruption. They get corrupted by the 
"envelope." They may even get numb to the rebuke of the Spirit and perpetuate a 
culture of corruption within the movement. And this is not a matter of "...he who is 
without sin, cast the first stone ..." Rather, this is sounding the alarm. The raising of a 
"voice (maybe) in the wilderness.. ." simply because this is not the popular thing to do. 

The new generation of ministers and workers within the Asserr~blies of God must 
put a stop to these schemes that undermine our unity in the Spirit. Rise up next 



generation and be vigilant! We should rid our movement of the "Ampatuans" among us. 
Le t us not be dazzled by the show of numbers and the display of wealth. Do not sell 
your votes! Let us not develop "political animals" (look it LIP yourself in the dictionary) 
among us. Let us not allow leaders who have a misplaced sense of entitlement. Just 
because they have influence and resources, they can "buyn their way to the top. Instead 
let us develop "prophets," God's mouthpieces who deliver that which they have received 
from the Lord. 

Let us not trivialize the placing of office bearers within our movement. Otherwise 
this will be like a cancer that grows within and negates the growth that the Assemblies 
of God is experiencing. Down with the "politicians" among us! Do not sell your 
"birthright" for a "bowl of porridge." Let us maintain our integrity. Unless we all become 
vigilant, it is possible that the Spirit will continually be grieved and depart without us 
knowing it. Let it not be written of the Assemblies of God - Ichabod- the glory has 
departed! But rather, the glory of the latter is greater than that of the former! 
Hallelujah! 

Some practical seed thoughts to muse about: 

Is there a need for a simple Election Code that will serve as guide in 
the conduct of elections in both the General Council and District 
Councils? In the "changing of the guards" the "neophytes" sometimes 
do not know how to conduct an election. For one, ballots should be 
prepared before hand with marks to avoid any "padding." Is it 
possible to declare a failure of elections and the incumbent be 
retained until the next election year when there is a clear attempt to 
rig the elections? This becomes a strong signal to anyone attempting 
to manipulate the elections. Any minister proven to have used any 
illegal way to get elected should be banned for any elective position 
permanently (forever). 

Is it possible to amend our documents and explore electing the top 
leader (General Superintendent, District Superintendent) only and 
authorize the elected leader to choose or appoint his "Team?" It was 
Bill Hybels who stated in his book, The Courageous Leader 'that his 
choice of teammates is based on three (3) C's, namely; Character, 
Competence and Chemistry. We do this in the local church, but not 
in our Councils. We do not usually consider chemistry when electing 
officers. You can have a great Superintendent with counter 
productive fellow officers. By the way, have you noticed that all these 
years, only ordained ministers land on leadership positions. Is the AG 
an association of ordained ministers only? How about the men in the 



pews? How about a volunteer treasurer who may be a retired finance 
man in the corporate world, rather than ordained ministers who do not 
even know how to read a Financial Statement and/or Report? Or a 
Secretary who does not know how to keep acceptable records and 
minutes. If the newly elected simply follow the "old" practices, they 
may perpetuate something which is wrong. 
Can the General and District Councils operate on a budget that the 
constituents approve and once they approve it, they are committed to 
support it? The PGCAG is no longer a "sari-sari store" at the corner. It 
can be likened to a "mega mall." 
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